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A Greater Greener Manchester

Pam Warhurst, Board Member, Natural England.

The Fifth Critical Infrastructure

• Infrastructure – the basic
physical and organisational
structures needed for the
operation of society or
enterprise (Oxford English
Dictionary).

• The 4 Critical Infrastructures;

• Transport.
• Water.
• Power.
• Waste.
• The 5th Critical is Green!

Green Infrastructure for Sustainable
Communities.

• No green = …

• More sickness
• More stress
• More pollution
• More noise
• More bad places to live
• More ecologically dead zones
• More kids who rarely play

outside
• More of everything that

nobody votes for

Green Infrastructure for the Natural Economy.

• No Green =

• Less productivity
• Less investment
• Less competitiveness
• Less risk management
• Less growth
• Less regeneration

• Lost opportunities

Green Infrastructure for robust Ecosystem
Services.

• No green =

• Greater levels of species
extinction.

• More asset stripping!
• More carbon to spend now

and regret later
• More pictures of flooded cities
• More deaths in vulnerable

communities in heatwaves
• More empty cafes, and plazas

during heat island events.

• More dis-functionality

A Greater Manchester Attitude.

• “The people of Manchester
have an attitude to life and a
way of doing things all their
own.  We’re an easy, self
depreciating lot with a wicked
sense of humour and an
appetite for adventure.  But
don’t be fooled:  behind that
engaging, easy-going exterior
there lies ambition and desire
for change.”

• Visit Manchester.
• Or as comedian Peter Kay

might simply say: “’Ave it!”
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A World Class City.

• By 2025 the Manchester City
Region will be “A world class
City Region at the heart of a
thriving North”.

• The Manchester City Region
Development Programme
2006.

• Forefront of knowledge
economy with outstanding
commercial, cultural and
creative activities;

• Competing internationally for
investment, jobs and visitors;

• People benefit from and
participate in investment and
development;

• Distinguished by the quality of
life of its residents;

• GVA matching levels of
London and the SE.

Green Infrastructure for Growth and
Regeneration.

• Towards a Green
Infrastructure Framework for
Greater Manchester.

• Association of Greater
Manchester Authorities.

• Natural England.
• The Environment Partnership.

• 8 Growth Support functions.

• Flood risk management and
climate change adaptation.

• An ecological framework.
• A sustainable movement network.
• A sense of place.
• River and canal corridor

management.
• Positive image setting for growth.
• Supporting urban regeneration.
• Community health and

enjoyment.

A Commission to action.

• Strategic planning.

• Connecting strategy with
action.

• Supporting delivery
mechanisms.

• Securing support in growth
and regeneration
programmes.

• A World Class Green City.

Planned, delivered and maintained like other
forms of infrastructure.


